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grows milky, which done, a very strong solution of potash can
bo added, and stirring continued so long as a drop of fat can
be detected in the li<|iiid, whereupon the already mentioned
test is applied,
The mm/ms* opt'-rand-i is an follows: A 1 per cent, solution
of caustic soda is prepared by dissolving drum soda, in the
pan ; and the, fish oil and potash solution are stored in two
overhead tanks fitted with taps. The potash solution, it may
be stated, is prepared by mixing potash and water in equal
amounts, and stirring them, at frequent intervals, during
twenty-four hours, at the end of wliieh time, the solution is
poured off from, any undissolvcd residue and transferred to
the tank aforesaid.
The soda lye having been heated to boiling, the tap of the
oil tank is opened sufficiently to allow a stream of oil, about
the thickness of a pencil, to run into the pan, the contents of
which are kept well stirred the whole time. When all the oil
is in and the liquid has become milky, the potash solution is
also run in as a thin stream, and the whole stirred until a
satisfactory sample is obtained.
To produce a yield of greater consistency, a somewhat
.larger proportion of caustic* soda must be taken, the solution
being made of 1| to 2 per cent, strength in place of 1 per
cent. The. exact amount, however, must bo ascertained by
a preliminary experiment, since an excess would give, a pro-
duct more like soap than ointment. The, degras should bo
of such consistency that it can be easily applied to leather
with the finger and be rapidly absorbed by tlm material.
Oleiti /)rtV/'m«.—01ein or oleie acid, the by-product front
stoarino candle, works, can be very advantageously employed
in the preparation of a very useful degras, though one inferior
to that obtained from fish oil. The method of preparation is
the same as for fish oil degras, the olein being run into the
boiling caustic soda lye; but the milky stage*, is generally
reached more quickly.
If the quickly cooled sample shows the finished product
to be too fluid, a corresponding quantity of oloin soap is
added to the hot mass in the pan. To enable this soap
to dissolve rapidly and completely, it must be cut into

